THE   BREAK-UP   OF   RELIGIOUS   UNITY
From this point of view it appeared as the destroyer of national
religious life.
5_EFFECTS     OF     THE     BREAK-UP     OF     RELIGIOUS
UNITY
National sentiment hesitated which side to take in this struggle
between tradition and the Calvinist Reformation; for the point at
issue was the choice between the ancient form of worship, bound
up with a foreign authority and a foreign tongue, and a new form
of worship carried on in French, but hostile to French custom;
either of these solutions demanded a serious sacrifice.
As early as this a solution was proposed which should lie between
the two extremes: that is, the creation of a national Church3 inde-
pendent of the Church of Rome, celebrating worship in the French
language and preserving the customs and forms familiar to national
tradition. It seemed to be on the point of gaining acceptance
when King Henry II, who had fallen out with the pope, threatened
to summon a national council of the French clergy. But the war
between the partisans of the two extreme solutions left no room
for compromise, and the sole lasting result of this proposal was
the shadowy idea of a Gallican Church, which not all the efforts
of successive Governments could succeed in endowing with lasting
life.
The splitting up of the traditional Church into two violently
hostile Churches brought every Christian face to face with a
terrible choice, on which he believed his eternal salvation to
depend; for each of the two Churches declared itself to be the only
real one, the only one from which believers could hope for salvation,
the other being the Devil's Church, which led to certain and
eternal damnation. Hardly anyone would admit that an Lonest
believer might find salvation in either religion. Both the opposing
parties were at one in affirming that salvation was to be found in
one Church alone.
The competition between the two Churches revolutionized the
relations between the clergy and the laity. So long as only a single
Christian Church had existed, the clergy alone had decided the
religion of peoples and princes; but since two Christian Churches
had begun to vie with each other, the position was reversed. In
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